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Abstract

This document describes the initial progress made in using CARMA to model food security at the level of farm production, using two agent-based models from the literature as a starting point. The aim is to assess whether CARMA is suitable for expressing these scenarios. These scenarios are based on a single village, and we consider whether the basic models can be extended to a country-wide model, taking into account the possibility of redistribution food between subsistence farmers to address food security. Another aim is to assess whether a methodology can be developed for this type of modelling in CARMA.
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1 Introduction

Food security is an important issue globally. The United Nations Committee on World Food Security defines it as follows.

*Food security is the condition in which all people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access to sufficient safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life.*

Climate variation affects the production of food, and can lead to insufficient food stocks. Tools such as forecasts that enable individuals and organisations to plan for these variations may ensure that sufficient food is produced.

The models described in this report express the behaviour of small-scale farmers in southern Africa, with respect to variations in climate. The original agent-based models were proposed by Ziervogel and her colleagues [ZC03, ZBWD05, BBD+05], and we consider how to create more complex models from these basic models.

The aim of this report is to document our approach to model construction using the modelling language CARMA [LH16], a quantitative language based on stochastic process algebra [Hil96, CH09, FH14] and attribute-based communication in process algebra [DLPT14, ADL16, FH14]. CARMA has been developed to model collective adaptive systems (CAS) and these farm-level production scenarios can be considered to be examples of this type of system since they consist of a large number of different agents or components trying to achieve goals through interaction and local knowledge in an open-ended environment that requires adaptivity to change.

The structure of the report is as follows: first, we consider the original agent-based models and give an overview of these models. Next we consider the CARMA models we have constructed from these models and the validation we have performed to ensure that they provide similar output to the original systems. We then consider one model for expansion. This is the model of a village in the Quthing district in Lesotho, and we expand it to consider production throughout the ten districts of Lesotho. Furthermore we consider the data we can obtain that is district-specific and how this can be used to parameterise a national model of production with grain redistribution. Finally, we consider how using CARMA can provide a methodology for this type of modelling.

---

Figure 1: Turn-off to Mangondi (left) and the main road in Quthing near Ha Tlhaku (right). Images: maps.google.com

2 Agent-based models of food production

Two journal articles have been published relating specifically to farm/household level of modelling. The first considered market gardeners in Mangondi in the Limpopo province of South Africa [BBD+05] and the second subsistence farmers in Ha Tlhaku in the Quthing district of Lesotho [ZBWD05]. Figure 1 provides pictures of the areas.

Both models are based on fieldwork in the respective villages, and both consider climate variations, accuracy of forecasts and an individual-based trust model of weather forecasts. The South Africa research also considers climate change whereas the Lesotho research does not. Since the South African model considers market gardeners who sell their produce, there is an explicit monetary element to the model. By contrast, the Lesotho model is about subsistence farmers and the cost of insufficient production is measured in term of additional grain needed (rather than the monetary cost of that grain). In both cases, the trust model is based on fieldwork [ZC03].

The basic structure of both scenarios can be described by the following cycle.

1. The weather is determined and a forecast is calculated using accuracy parameters. The weather is described as rainfall using the categories below normal (BN), normal (N), and above normal (AN).
2. The farmers plant crops, taking into account the forecast, their trust in forecast or funds available.
3. The farmers harvest their crops, and yield is determined from the actual rainfall.
4. The farmers consume, store or sell their produce.
5. If there is more than one harvest, farmers repeat from step 2.
6. The farmers update their trust in the forecast based on the actual rainfall, the forecast, and other criteria.
7. The year ends and the cycle restarts from step 1.

3 CARMA and CaSL

The reader is referred to Deliverables 4.2 and 4.3 of the QUANTICOL project for details of the language. CARMA (Collective Adaptive Resource-sharing Markovian Agents) is the formal mathematical language defined for modelling collective adaptive systems [LH16] while CaSL (CARMA Specification Language) [LH16, GGG+17] is the language used in the CARMA Eclipse Plug-in, the software that embodies CARMA and its capabilities [HL16]. The Plug-in allows one to edit models and to perform simulations on them, and it will be used to assess the models developed. Furthermore, it is integrated with MultiVeStA, statistical model checking software which permits probabilistic querying of the trajectories of discrete event simulation [SV13] which we plan to use for more complex queries on the final national model.

The semantics of CARMA models are expressed as (time-inhomogeneous) continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) [LH16] since CARMA is quantitative. CTMCs consider the passing of time through the use of rates which determine the exponential distribution from which action durations are drawn.

CaSL specifications are characterised by the following elements:

Components These comprise a store of attributes to capture the knowledge a component has (and this is typically local knowledge specific to the component); a behaviour, defined in a process algebra style syntax consisting of agents which are states and actions that represent a transition from one state to another state; and an initial state.
Actions  Actions are complex and consist of a name with an associated rate; a guard over attribute values which must be true for communication to take place; input or output of values; and an update which can change attribute values in the store. There are four actions prefixes, and in the description below, $e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_N$ refer to arbitrary expressions and $x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N$ refer to variables. The presence of * indicates broadcast communication which is nonblocking, otherwise the communication is unicast and is blocking, meaning that the sender cannot proceed until interaction with a receiver is completed.

Broadcast output: $\text{action}_\text{name}*[\text{guard}](e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_N)$

Broadcast input: $\text{action}_\text{name}*[\text{guard}](x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N)$

Unicast output: $\text{action}_\text{name}[(\text{guard})](e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_N)$

Unicast input: $\text{action}_\text{name}[(\text{guard})](x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N)$

Here, guard is defined over store attributes, variables names or store attributes of a potential partner in the communication, thus providing a rich interaction mechanism. For actions which are local to a component, and hence involve no other component, we use

$\text{action}_\text{name}*[false]$ which describes a broadcast for which no other component can satisfy the guard.

Collective  This is the collection of all components involved in a system. There is an initial specification of the collective in a CaSL specification. It is possible for components to leave the collective and disappear, as well as to be added to the collective via an update that is triggered by an action.

Environment  The environment of a system consists of a global store together with information about the action rates, probabilities of a broadcast being received, and weights that determine the probability of a specific unicast input matching a unicast output. It also two type of updates that can happen when a specific action occurs: a modification of values in the global store and the addition of new components to the collective.

Measures  These define quantities of interest to the modeller, for example, the number of components in a particular state with a specified attribute value. Simulation of CaSL specifications result in trajectories for selected measures.

Functions  It is possible to define functions to calculate values of interest, and this how decision making and adaptivity can be captured in a model.

Types  CaSL provides three basic types, real, integer and boolean, as well as records and enumerated types. Furthermore, lists and sets can be defined over these types.

Space  CaSL provide explicit syntax to describe discrete space. This allows for a parameterised definition of nodes and connections between nodes. Each component has an location attribute if space has been defined.

4 The basic CaSL models

As described earlier, both scenarios have similarities, and this suggest a particular structure for the CaSL description where each household to be modelled is a separate component. An immediate observation from the agent-based models is that action durations are not required and hence we make all actions very fast, so in effect they are happening instantaneously.

Next, it is necessary to have some way to repeat the yearly cycles and there are a number of ways to achieve this. The two most obvious are as follows.
component Household (Household_type init_household, real init_stock, int hh_size, int nm_fields)

store{
    attrib household_type := init_household;
    attrib food_stock := [ newer := RND (init_stock, sqrt(0.2)), old := 0.0, older := 0.0 ];
    attrib household_size := hh_size;
    attrib num_fields := nm_fields;
    attrib trust := 2.0;
    attrib base_rate_of_trust_changes := 1.0;
    attrib disaffection := 0;
    attrib weather := UK;
    attrib forecast := UK;
    attrib field := empty_field;
}

behaviour{
    GetRainfallPrediction = rainfall_info*[true](r,f)
    { weather := r; forecast := f; }. PlantCrops;
    PlantCrops = plant_fields*[false]<>
    { field := Plant_fields(num_fields, forecast, trust); }. HarvestCrops;
    HarvestCrops = harvest_crops*[false]<>
    { food_stock := [ newer := Harvest_fields(weather, field),
        old := food_stock.newer, older := food_stock.old ]; }. ConsumeFood;
    ConsumeFood = consume_food*[false]<>
    { yield := food_stock.newer;
        food_stock := Consume_food(food_stock.newer, food_stock.old, food_stock.older,
        real(household_size * subsist + seed_req)); }. UpdateDisaffection;
    UpdateDisaffection = update_sufficiency*[false]<>
    { disaffection := Calc_disaffection(disaffection, food_stock.newer + food_stock.old + food_stock.older <= 0.0, forecast, weather); }. UpdateTrust;
    UpdateTrust = update_trust*[false]<>
    { trust := Calc_trust(trust, disaffection, base_rate_of_trust_changes, forecast, weather); }. WaitForEndOfYear;
    WaitForEndOfYear = end_of_year*[true](). GetRainfallPrediction;
}

Figure 2: Household component for the basic Lesotho model

1. Specify a synchronising component that receives messages from all Household components once they have completed their year and advance to the next year by sending a message to all Household components notifying them of this. This has two disadvantages, the first being that if there are many Household components, then there will be a large amount of communication which will slow down simulation. Furthermore, in the Carma Eclipse plug-in, the trajectory of each measure is determined at regular intervals over the time period the simulation runs and details of the trajectories may be lost because the year change will not happen at regular intervals.

2. Specify a synchronising component that waits for a fixed amount of time and then broadcasts a message to all Household components that the year has ended. This ensures a regular time pattern to year change but requires ensuring that the action duration are short enough that all actions can be completed in the time available.

It is also possible to combine these approaches to obtain regular year changes with notification from each Household component. We have gone with the second choice in the interests of efficiency in simulation.

Figure 2 and 3 show the Household component for each of the two scenarios. They are not identical but very similar in structure. There are a number of attributes that are set to initial values, and others that are defined to some empty or null value that will be used as the behaviour of the household unfolds. The behaviour in both cases consists of a fixed cycle of states and actions, with some actions leading to updates of attributes via functions. The functions capture the basic decision-making and
component Household (Farmer init_farmer, real init_wealth) {
    store {
        attrib farmer := init_farmer;
        attrib wealth := init_wealth;
        attrib weather := rainfall_empty;
        attrib forecast := rainfall_empty;
        attrib wrsi := wrsi_empty;
        attrib plant := veg_empty;
        attrib yield := veg_empty;
        attrib trust := 0;
    }
    behaviour {
        H0 = weather_info*[true](w,r,f)
            {wrsi := w; weather := r; forecast := f}. HP_1;
        HP_1 = plant_first_crop*[false]<>
            (plant := Plant_first(wealth, farmer, forecast.s1_r, trust)). HH_1;
        HH_1 = harvest_first_crop*[false]<>
            (yield := Harvest(plant, wrsi.s1_y)). HS_1;
        HS_1 = sell_first_crop*[false]<>
            (wealth := max(0.0, Calc_wealth(yield, plant, farmer, weather.s1_r, wealth));
                trust := Calc_trust(trust, weather.s1_r, forecast.s1_r)). HP_2;
        HP_2 = plant_second_crop*[false]<>
            (plant := Plant_second(wealth, farmer, forecast.s2_r, trust)). HH_2;
        HH_2 = harvest_second_crop*[false]<>
            (yield := Harvest(plant, wrsi.s2_y)). HS_2;
        HS_2 = sell_second_crop*[false]<>
            (wealth := max(0.0, Calc_wealth(yield, plant, farmer, weather.s2_r, wealth));
                trust := Calc_trust(trust, weather.s2_r, forecast.s2_r)). HW;
        HW = complete_year*[false]<> HE;
        HE = end_of_year*[true](). H0;
    }
    init{H0}
}

Figure 3: Household component for the South African model

other aspects of the model such as yield calculation. In both of the original agent-based models, there
is no communication between households. Although the South African scenario includes selling and
purchase of stocks, this is done through an abstract market mechanism that does not require interaction
between households. Likewise, the basic scenario for the Lesotho model has no interaction between
household.2

5 Model validation

Since our CaSL models have been developed from a textual description of previous agent-based models,
it is possible that we have misunderstood the details, and validation could be useful to discover this,
if possible. For the Lesotho scenario, we have worked from the journal article and reproduced some of
the results. This is the approach we also tried for the South African scenario, but it was not possible to
ascertaint some of the details. We have obtained the Java code for the agent-based model and further
work is required to understand this code to finalise the details for which we were uncertain.

In the original paper about the Lesotho smallholders, Figure 4(b) shows the cumulative cost of
poor years for a single simulation. This graph is presented in the left of Figure 4. The right of Figure 4
shows the output from our CaSL specification via the CARMA Eclipse Plug-in for the averages over 10
simulations. Inspection suggests that the results are similar but comparison of single simulations is
not a strong basis for validation. For both scenarios, there is more validation to be completed.

2 A more complex model mentioned in the same paper has interaction in terms of a social trust model but we do not
consider this here.
Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forecast</th>
<th>Option 1</th>
<th>Option 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crop ratio (maize:sorghum)</td>
<td>80:20</td>
<td>60:40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cropping density (seeds/ha)</td>
<td>120,000</td>
<td>80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below normal</td>
<td>40:60</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4: Left: Cumulative cost of poor years. Extra costs incurred as a result of crop failure in three cases. Solid line: no forecast, dotted line: forecasts always incorrect, plus line: 65% correct forecast \[ZBWD05\]. Right: Cumulative cost of poor years from \texttt{CaSL} specification. Averages over 10 simulations. Green line: no forecast, blue line: forecasts always incorrect, red line: 65% correct forecast. Dotted lines indicate confidence intervals.

6 Development of a national model

We are interested in considering more than a single village, and hence are in the process of investigating whether the construction of a model of the whole of Lesotho would be viable. The aim of such a model would be to investigate whether through redistribution (by government or non-governmental organisations) or a market mechanism, there is sufficient grain grown to ensure that households do not incur extra costs due to poor weather circumstances. This involves a number of steps.

1. Create a relatively naive national model in \texttt{CaSL} and assess what sort of variation in production there is across the ten districts of Lesotho, and whether it seems likely that redistribution (through whatever mechanism) could increase food security.

2. Add redistribution to the model, and assess results. There are two ways in which this can be done: ignoring space and distance, and assuming that there is no cost to redistribution of food stocks regardless of where they are in the country; and taking space and distance into account and ensuring that redistribution only happens between neighbouring districts. We have implemented the space-homogeneous scenario as a first step.

3. Collect district-based parameters and aim for a more realistic model.

The next section discusses the model extensions and the preliminary results that were obtained. The section after that considers data sources for parameters for the last step.

7 Preliminary results: step 1

The first step was achieved by creating a space specification in \texttt{CaSL} where each district is a distinct node, and connections describe the road links between them (which is not simply adjacency of districts due to the mountainous terrain in Lesotho and small road network). A fixed household size was used and each Household components was allocated to a district, in proportion with the population of each district from the 2006 Census \[\text{www.bos.gov.ls/2006_census.htm}\]. Additionally weather data was obtained for each district, resulting in 41 sets of data for years in the period between 1993 and 1977 from KNMI Climate Explorer \[\text{climexp.knmi.nl}\] and one
Figure 5: Cumulative cost and waste for each district in Lesotho over a fifty year period for different forecast accuracies.

of these sets is selected at random for each year cycle. Figure 5 shows the results from this model. The upper graph shows the cost (in terms of extra food required) for each of the ten districts for no use of forecast and two different forecast accuracies. It can be seen that there is a wide variation between districts, and that use of more accurate forecasts leads to lower cost. The lower graph shows the waste in each district. Waste occurs when stored grain that has not been consumed must be discarded after two years of storage. Again, it can be seen that here is wide variation in waste, and waste increases with forecast accuracy. These results suggest that redistribution of grain between districts could be a viable strategy for food security.

8 Preliminary results: step 2

The second step involves redistribution and requires additional components to be added to the model. These add a centralised aspect of the model with components having knowledge that they collect from Household components and then use to determine redistribution and to feed it back to Household components. Household components must be modified to communicate their food stocks and receive results after the communication.

A District component is added for each district together with a single National component. Their CaSL specifications are given in Figure 6. A District component gathers information from each household in that district. Here it is assumed that each household in a district is allocated a consecutive number from 1 to the number of households in that district but this is not the only approach to collecting
component District (int n){
    store{
        attrib num = n;
        attrib fi = [:empty_food_info:];
        attrib total_f = empty_food_info;
        attrib i := 1;
    }
    behaviour{
        Rec = [i<=num]send_info[my.loc==l&&my.i==id](l,id,f)
            {fi:=fi+[f];total_f:=plus(total_f,f);i:=i+1}.Rec +
            [i==num+1]combine_nat[true]<my.loc,total_f>
            (i:=1).Get;
        Get = split_nat[my.loc==l](l,rf)
            {fi:=Realloc_food(f,rf,total_f,num);i:=1}.Send;
        Send = [i<=num]send_food[true]<my.loc,i,fi[i]>
            (i:=i+1).Send +
            [i==num+1]send_complete*false>
            {fi:=[:empty_food_info:];total_f:=empty_food_info;i:=1}.Rec;
    }
    init{Rec}
}

component National (){ 
    store{
        attrib num = num_districts;
        attrib nfi = [:empty_food_info:];
        attrib total_nf = empty_food_info;
        attrib j := 1;
    }
    behaviour{
        RecN = [j<=num]combine_nat[l==j]
            {nfi:=nfi+[rf];total_nf:=plus(total_nf,rf);j:=j+1}.RecN +
            [j==num+1]reallocate*false>
            {nfi:=Realloc_nat(nfi,total_nf,num);j:=1}.SendN;
        SendN = [j<=num]split_nat[true]<j,nfi[j]>
            (j:=j+1).SendN +
            [j==num+1]send_nat_complete*false>
            {nfi:=[:empty_food_info:];total_nf:=empty_food_info;j:=1}.RecN;
    }
    init{RecN}
}

Figure 6: District and National components

this data. Guards in actions are used to ensure that the correct data is collected. Then each district communicates its total to the National component in a similar fashion. The function Realloc_nat is called to reallocate stocks between districts and the reallocation communicated to districts, and then to households.

There are obviously a number of reallocation functions that can be used. The one we have implemented is a “no cost” function since it reallocates any two-year-old grain that cannot be consumed and would be wasted in the next year. Figure 7 illustrates how the reallocation of grain between districts affects the number of years in which there is a food shortage, for two different trust models and two different forecast accuracies. The two trust models are the original model from [ZBWD05] and a modified model that decreases the likelihood of taking the forecast into account. The graph illustrates that the number of years with unsatisfied demand for grain can be reduced through distribution, although not to zero, using the reallocation of unused grain that will go to waste. Note that this model is space-homogeneous in that assumes that transfer between districts is equal for all pairs of districts. This result gives support for the next step of identifying parameters to produce a more realistic model.
The original paper [ZBWD05] for the Lesotho model is based on a single village in the district of Quthing, in the south-east of the country. Some of the data such as the yield data are nationally-based, whereas the trust model was developed locally to the specific village in which the fieldwork took place [Zie04]. In extending the whole model to Lesotho, it would ideal to obtain figures and parameters for each districts. Table 1 identifies that data that is needed together with what was used in the original agent-based model. Except for the fieldwork, most data is national. It would be possible to use this data in each district but it would be better to use district-level data if it is available, as we are aiming for veracity. The field size is assumed to 1ha and it is not clear from where this was obtained. The final item was not required because the model was district-specific rather than including all districts. We now describes potential data sources.

### 9 Parameters and data: step 3

The details of these were obtained during fieldwork in Lesotho, and it is very improbable that similar fieldwork has been carried out in other districts. Hence, this is best data available and will be used. In Quthing district, the grains planted are maize and sorghum but in other districts, wheat is planted rather than sorghum, so either what should be added as a crop, or there should be two crops: maize and "other crop". Even in the case when wheat and sorghum are grouped together it may be useful to use different yield profiles.
9.2 Area planted to crops per district

The Lesotho Bureau of Statistics\textsuperscript{5} publishes various reports including an annual survey of agricultural crop production for which a number of years are easily accessible online \cite{Les14,Les13,Les11,Les09}. These detail how much land is planted for each crop type in each district. By taking data across a number of years, an average can be obtained for each district. It may also be possible to determine trends from this data and hence predict future plantings.

9.3 Household sizes, number of fields and field size per district

These items are not covered in the annual survey of agricultural production, but a 10-yearly agricultural census is performed that covers this data with the currently available one from 2009/10 \cite{Les12}.

9.4 Crop yields per district

The annual survey of agricultural production for crops includes yield data for each district. However, what is required is some way to take rainfall data and obtain yield data from it. This type of equation is available nationally and was used in the agent-based model but it may be possible to develop equations specific to each district if one can combine the yield for each district for a number of years together with information about rainfall.

9.5 Annual rainfall per district

As described above, it has been possible to find data for 41 years up to 1997 of rainfall in each district. However, as noted in the previous point, this ideally needs to be correlated with yield data, but the available yield data is more recent. Although there is a fair amount of historic weather data available for Lesotho, this particular data is not available. Various unsuccessful attempts have been made to obtain data, including contacting the Lesotho Meteorological Services\textsuperscript{6}. Currently the best source appears to be graphs in a report on climate change and health \cite{Che12}.

This is a preliminary assessment of data sources and the next steps are to seek out more data if possible, then to extract the data from the sources, which in some cases may involve transformation of the data; and finally, development of appropriate data types and functions in the CaSL specification. Furthermore, the correlation of rainfall data and yield by district should be done if the appropriate data can be found.

10 Conclusions

This report has documented the progress that has been made in developing a national farm-level model of food security for Lesotho, as well as highlighting the work still to be done to obtain a parameterised model. This research raises the question of whether this work leads to a proposal for a methodology for modelling food security at this level in CARMA and CaSL. Figure\textsuperscript{5} suggests a basic generic household component that could be used in such a methodology. This is a partial specification because it does contain all the variables that might be necessary such as household size, but it is not obvious how to ensure that all the necessary variables are included. The behaviour includes a loop for multiple harvests, with the index \textit{h} being incremented and passed as an argument to the various harvest-dependent functions. However, assumptions have been hard-coded into the specification, such as trust being updated after every harvest and food redistribution taking place only once a year. This is not ideal, and a better approach may be to provide a domain specific language for a food security modeller to use that would provide the necessary flexibility.

\textsuperscript{5}http://www.bos.gov.ls
\textsuperscript{6}http://www.lesmet.org.ls
component Household (real init_trust, real init_wealth, ...)
store{
    attrib trust := init_trust;
    attrib weather := rainfall_empty;
    attrib forecast := rainfall_empty;
    attrib plant := veg_empty;
    attrib yield := veg_empty;
    attrib stocks := stock_empty;
    attrib h := 0;
}
behaviour{
    Start = weather_info*[true](r,f)
    start f =
    \{ weather := r; forecast := f; \} . Plant;

    Plant = plant_crop*[false]<>
    \{ plant := Plant(h, forecast, trust, wealth ...); \} . Harvest;

    Harvest = harvest_crop*[false]<>
    \{ yield := Harvest(h, plant, weather, ...); \} . Consume;

    Consume = consume_store*[false]<>
    \{ stocks := ConsumeStore(h, stocks, ...); \} . Sell;

    Sell = sell_food*[false]<>
    \{ wealth := SellBuy(h, stocks, wealth); \} . Trust;

    Trust = update_trust*[false]<>
    \{ trust := Calc_trust(trust, weather, forecast, stocks, ...); \} . Loop;

    Loop = [h < num_harvests] repeat*[false]<>
    \{ h := h + 1; \} . Plant +
    [h = num_harvests] continue*[false]<>
    \{ h := 0; \} . Send;

    Send = send_info*[true]<id, stocks>
    . Rec;

    Rec = send_food*[my.loc == l && my.id == i]<l, i, s>
    \{ stocks := UpdateStocks(s, stocks); \} . Start;

    Finish = end_of_year*[true](). Start;
}
init{Start}

Figure 8: Generic Household component
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